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Plastic Wrap
Using plastic wrap can be an exercise in frustration.
Could we find a stress-free version?

8 Wraps, 8 Tests
• Wrap metal, glass, plastic, and ceramic vessels
• Wrap glass bowls; refrigerate and monitor cling weekly
for 2 months
• Seal and reseal glass bowl 10 times
• Cover plastic cutting board and use to pound
chicken cutlets
• Roll cheese logs
• Wrap chicken breasts and freeze them, checking for
ice crystals weekly for 2 months
• Dispense one hundred 12-inch sheets
• Have 5 users with different dominant hands use
and evaluate

KEY

Good

We wanted to find a wrap that would cling tightly to different
containers and also be easy to dispense and use. So we
rounded up the seven top-selling plastic wraps (according
to IRI, a Chicago-based market research firm), as well as a
bulk food-service wrap that is available online. The products
ranged in price from $1.30 to $2.99 per 100 square feet.

RECOMMENDED

Our Favorite
Freeze-Tite
Clear High Cling Freezer Wrap

Best Buy
Stretch-Tite
Premium Plastic Food Wrap
Cling
Durability
Ease of Use
Dispenser

Comments: This wide, ultraclingy wrap was the thickest and strongest
in the lineup, and its slide cutter made it a cinch to dispense.

Poor

W E R E LY O N plastic wrap to help store and freeze
food and to perform certain kitchen tasks, such as pounding
cutlets and making logs of cheese, cookie dough, or
compound butter. But plastic wrap can be a pain to use:
We’ve all cut ourselves on the dispensers’ serrated blades,
accidentally broken the boxes, or watched helplessly as the
plastic wrap stuck to itself, preventing us from getting a neat,
easy-to-use square of film.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

Price: $5.99 for 315 sq ft
($1.90 per 100 sq ft)
Width: 15 in
Thickness: 0.68 mm
Cutter: Slider and serrated blade

Fair

Price: $3.89 for 250 sq ft
($1.55 per 100 sq ft)
Width: 11.9 in
Thickness: 0.44 mm
Cutter: Slider and serrated blade

Cling
Durability
Ease of Use
Dispenser

Comments: Though thinner than our winner, this wrap was just as clingy
and was equipped with the same easy-to-use slide cutter.

RECOMMENDED WITH RESERVATIONS
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Dispenser

Reynolds Foodservice Film
Price: $39.90 for 3,000 sq ft ($1.33 per 100 sq ft)
Width: 18 in
Thickness: 0.36 mm
Cutter: Slider
Comments: This commercial wrap was wide
and clingy but was also thin and tore easily.
The box is huge.

Glad Freezer Wrap
Price: $3.02 for 150 sq ft (2.01 per 100 sq ft)
Width: 12 in
Thickness: 0.55 mm
Cutter: Serrated blade
Comments: This wrap was durable, with
good cling, but its blade made it hard to
dispense clean sheets. The box bent by the
end of testing.

Glad Cling Wrap
Price: $3.19 for 200 sq ft ($1.60 per 100 sq ft)
Width: 11.6 in
Thickness: 0.3 mm
Cutter: Serrated blade
Comments: Very clingy, this was the
narrowest, thinnest wrap in our lineup.
Its blade made it hard to neatly dispense.

NOT RECOMMENDED
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Glad Press’n Seal
Price: $4.19 for 140 sq ft ($2.99 per 100 sq ft)
Comments: Good cling, but a dull dispenser
blade mangled the wrap.

Saran Cling Plus Wrap
Price: $2.59 for 200 sq ft ($1.30 per 100 sq ft)
Comments: This thin wrap tore easily and
struggled to reseal. It didn’t stick to plastic.

Saran Premium Wrap
Price: $2.59 for 200 sq ft ($2.59 per 100 sq ft)
Comments: This wrap didn’t stick to plastic.
It was thick and durable, but its box design
made it impossible to tear off clean sheets.

